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Location of Materials: Collection is stored onsite.

Language of Materials: Collection materials are in English.

Abstract: Consists of one scrapbook of sea mosses titled Ocean Treasures from Santa Barbara, Cal., and one loose cover, alternatively titled Sea Mosses from the Pacific Ocean, created by Rudolph Geschwind in 1891. The scrapbook contains six unidentified sea mosses, each mounted on its own page.

Access
Collection is open for research.

Publication Rights
All requests to reproduce, publish, quote from or otherwise use collection materials must be submitted in writing to the Director of the Library and Archives, North Baker Research Library, California Historical Society, 678 Mission Street, San Francisco, CA 94105. Consent is given on behalf of the California Historical Society as the owner of the physical items and is not intended to include or imply permission from the copyright owner. Such permission must be obtained from the copyright owner. Restrictions also apply to digital representations of the original materials. Use of digital files is restricted to research and educational purposes.
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Scope and Contents
Consists of one scrapbook of sea mosses titled Ocean Treasures from Santa Barbara, Cal., and one loose cover, alternatively titled Sea Mosses from the Pacific Ocean, created by Rudolph Geschwind in 1891. The scrapbook contains six unidentified sea mosses, each mounted on its own page.

Subjects and Indexing Terms
Botany--Pacific Ocean.
Marine algae--California--Santa Barbara.
Scrapbooks.